Abstract. The distance between two permutations of the same set X is the number of pairs of elements being in di erent order in the two permutations. Given a poset P = (X; ), a pair L 1 ; L 2 of linear extensions is called a diametral pair if it maximizes the distance among all pairs of linear extensions of P . The maximal distance will be called the linear extension diameter of P and is denoted led(P ). Alternatively led(P ) is the maximum number of incompararable pairs of a two-dimensional extension of P . In the rst part of the paper we discuss upper and lower bounds for led(P ). These bounds relate led(P ) to well studied parameters like dimension and height. We prove that led(P ) is a comparability invariant and determine the linear extension diameter for the class of generalized crowns. For the Boolean lattices we have partial results.
Introduction and Alternate Formulations
The distance between permutations ; of the same set X, denoted dist( ; ), is the number of pairs of elements being in di erent order in the two permutations.
Given a poset P = (X; ), a pair L 1 ; L 2 of linear extensions is called a diametral pair if it maximizes the distance among all pairs of linear extensions of P. The maximal distance will be called the linear extension diameter of P and is denoted led(P ). In Reu96b] the linear extension graph G(P) was de ned as the graph with vertices the linear extensions of P and two vertices connected by an edge if the linear extensions di er by an adjacent transposition only. Figure 1 shows the six element poset called chevron and its linear extension graph. An 5. Juni 1997 easy fact about G(P) is that any pair L 1 ; L 2 of linear extensions is connected in G(P) by a path whose length equals the distance between L 1 and L 2 . Hence, led(P ) is exactly the graph diameter of the linear extension graph G(P). The intersection of a collection A = fL 1 ; : : : ; L k g of linear extensions of P is a poset P A which is an extension of P. The graph G(P A ) is an induced subgraph of G(P). Interestingly subgraphs of G(P) corresponding to extensions of P are exactly the convex subgraphs of G(P) (see BW91] or Reu96b]).
Let inc(P ) denote the number of incomparable pairs of P. If L 1 ; L 2 is a diametral pair for P then P fL 1 ;L 2 g is a two-dimensional extension of P and L 1 ; L 2 is a diametral pair for P fL 1 ;L 2 g , i.e., led(P fL 1 ;L 2 g ) = led(P ). The incomparable pairs of P fL 1 ;L 2 g are exactly the pairs being in di erent order in L 1 and L 2 , therefore, led(P fL 1 ;L 2 g ) = inc(P fL 1 ;L 2 g ) = dist(L 1 ; L 2 ), where inc(P ) denotes the number of incomparable pairs of P.
We call a two-dimensional extension Q of P a minimum two-dimensional extension of P if Q has a minimal number of comparable pairs that are incomparable in P. Dually, a minimum two-dimensional extension maximizes inc(P fL 1 ;L 2 g ). Together with the previous paragraph this proves the following Theorem.
Theorem 1 The linear extension diameter of P equals the number of incomparable pairs of a minimum two-dimensional extension of P.
By de nition inc(Q) inc(P ) for every extension Q of P. As a consequence of the theorem we have the general bound led(P ) inc(P ):
(1) Equality in inequality (1) is a characterization of two-dimensional posets:
Theorem 2 For a poset P the following two statements are equivalent: dim(P ) 2 and led(P ) = inc(P ).
Proof. We have already seen that led(P ) = inc(P ) for two-dimensional posets.
If P is one-dimensional then led(P ) = 0 = inc(P ).
For the converse suppose led(P ) = inc(P ) and let L 1 ; L 2 be a diametral pair. The number of pairs being in di erent order in L 1 and L 2 is inc(P ). Therefore, P is the intersection of L 1 and L 2 which proves dim(P ) 2.
Inequality (1) is only sharp for two-dimensional posets but as shown with the standard examples the following inequality may be sharp in any dimension led(P ) inc(P ) ? (dim(P ) ? 2):
(2) Proof. Take a diametral pair L 1 ; L 2 and add one by one linear extensions such
and each L j contributes a new incomparability to the intersection the poset P fL 1 ;L 2 g has at most inc(P ) ? (dim(P ) ? 2) incomparable pairs.
In the next section we give several lower bounds on the linear extension diameter. These bounds relate the new parameter to width, dimension and fractional dimension of the poset. In Section 3 we investigate the e ect of small changes at the poset on its linear extension diameter. We also show that led is a comparability invariant. In Section 4 we deal with special classes of posets. In particular we determine the linear extension diameter of generalized crowns. Section 5 introduces the concept of complementary linear extensions as a heuristic for nding pairs of linear extensions of large distance. We prove some properties of complementary linear extensions that seem to be interesting in their own right. (3) Equality holds for the chevron and for all width two posets. The value of this lower bound is easily computable by a maximum weighted chain algorithm.
Consider a chain partition C 1 ; :::; C w of P. Obviously width(P )(max C inc(C)) P w i=1 inc(C i ) = 2inc(P ). Hence our upper and lower bounds on led in (1) and (3) are only apart by a factor depending on the width of P, d 2inc(P ) width(P ) e led(P ) inc(P ):
Another lower bound relates the linear extension diameter to the dimension dim(P ). Take a realizer R = fL 1 ; : : : ; L d g with d = dim(P ) for P. Choose at random a pair S 1 ; S 2 of di erent linear extensions from R, the probability that an incomparable pair xjjy is incomparable in S 1 \ S 2 is at least (d ? 1)= ? d 2 . Therefore, the expected number of incomparable pairs in S 1 \ S 2 is at least 2inc(P )=d. This proves the bound d 2inc(P ) dim(P ) e led(P ):
Since dim(P ) width(P ) this bound (5) implies (4). Brightwell and Scheinerman BS92] introduced the fractional dimension of a poset (fdim(P )) as the least rational number d f such that there is a m and a multiset realizer M = fL 1 ; : : : ; L m g of P, such that for every incomparable pair x; y we have x < y in L i for at least m=d f of the linear extensions. If we choose at random a pair S 1 ; S 2 of linear extensions from M the probability that an incomparable pair xjjy is incomparable in S 1 \ S 2 is at least m=d f (m ? ( 
The next bound relates inc(P ) and the height h = height(P ? n 2 ? ? h 2 . Therefore inc(P ) n 2 =2 ? h 2 =2 = n 2 ? (1=2)(n 2 + h 2 ) n 2 ? nh. Comparing the two inequalities we obtain d inc(P ) 2height(P ) e led(P ):
The bounds of this section compare led(P ) to certain fractions of inc(P ).
Graham Brightwell (personal communication) suggested a family P n of random posets showing that the gap between inc(P ) an led(P ) can indeed be large.
Formally, led(P n ) = o(1)inc(P n ). x are at most as many as the incomparabilities of P containing x, i.e. inc(x).
Hence, led(P ? x) + inc(x) led(P ). Theorem 3 led(P ) led(P ? x) led(P ) ? inc(x) and both inequalities can be sharp.
Proof. It remains to show that equality may occur. Equality on both sides happens if inc(x) = 0. However, there are less trivial examples. On the left side take as x one of the minimal elements of C or D (these are posets from the list of 3-irreducible posets (see e.g. Tro92, p. 62]), D is the chevron). On the right side equality is attained for every two-dimensional P.
Abusing notation we write P ?r for the poset resulting from P after removal of a single covering relation r. P ? r has more linear extensions then P, more precisely, G(P) is a subgraph of G(P ?r). Hence, led(P ) led(P ?r). Equality is again possible: let P be the chevron augmented by the comparability r = (1 < 3) (see Figure 1) . A lower bound for led(P ? r) can be obtained from the lower bound for point removal: Let r be a relation involving x, then led(P ) led(P ? x) = led((P ? r) ? x) led(P ? r) ? (inc(x) + 1). The example of the crown A n shows (see Section 4) that removing r can increase led by as much as (1=2)(inc(x) + 1).
Theorem 4 Let r = (x < y) be a covering relation of P, then led(P ) led(P ? r) led(P ) + min(inc(x); inc(y)) + 1.
Let P = (X; P ) and Q = (Y; Q ) be posets on disjoint sets. Standard constructions are the parallel composition P + Q = (X Y; P Q ) and the series composition P Q = (X Y; P Q (X Y )). In both cases the led of the composition is easily determined by the components. led(P + Q) = led(P ) + led(Q) + jXjjY j. Theorem 7 Linear extension diameter is a comparability invariant.
Proof. A consequence of Gallai's work Gal67], made explicit in DPW85], is a simple scheme for proving the comparability invariance of a property. It has only to be shown that for all posets P and Q and elements x of P the property is unable to distinguish between P Q x and P Q d x where Q d denotes the dual of Q, i.e., y y 0 in Q d i y 0 y in Q.
Given a linear extension of P Q x in which the elements of Q appear consecutively we obtain a linear extension of P Q d
x by reversing the order of the elements of Q. Hence, if L 1 ; L 2 is a diametral pair linear extensions of P Q x as in Lemma 6
we obtain a pair attaining the same distance for P Q d
x . Since the converse also works the linear extension diameters of P Q x and P Q d
x are equal.
Generalized Crowns and Boolean Lattices
In this section we rst deal with a class of posets where we can determine the linear extension diameter exactly. Trotter de nes generalized crowns as a class of posets that interpolates between the 3-irreducible crowns A n and the standard examples S n . For n k 2 de ne C k n as the height two poset with minimal elements f0; . In particular C 2 n = A n , C n?1 n = S n and C k n is k regular.
Lemma 8 A linear extension L of a generalized crown C k n can have i 0 < j in L for at most ? n?k+1 2 pairs (i 0 ; j).
Consider a pair L 1 ; L 2 of linear extensions of C k n . Since each linear extension is reversing at most ? n?k+1 2 of the (i 0 ; j) pairs, the poset P fL 1 ;L 2 g has at most (n ? k + 1)(n ? k) incomparable pairs i 0 jjj. Adding the min/min and the max/max pairs we obtain (n ? k + 1)(n ? k) + n(n ? 1) as an upper bound on led(C k n ). This upper bound can be attained. For L 1 take the minimal elements of C k n in the order 0; 1; ?1; 2; ?2; : : : and sort in the maximal elements as early 1 C C C C C C C A Theorem 9 For each n k 2 the linear extension diameter of the generalized crown C k n is given by: led(C k n ) = 2n(n ? k) + k(k ? 1): Proof. We have shown that (n ?k + 1)(n ?k)+n(n?1) = 2n(n ?k)+k(k ?1)
is an upper bound on led(C k n ). As for the lower bound we have described a pair L 1 ; L 2 of linear extensions. From the above matrices it is easy to see that these two linear extensions have distance (n ? k + 1)(n ? k) + n(n ? 1).
Corollary 10 For the crown A n and the standard example S n this gives led(A n ) = 2(n ? 1) 2 = inc(A n ) ? (n ? 2) and led(S n ) = n 2 ? (n ? 2) = inc(S n ) ? (n ? 2).
We now turn to the Boolean lattices. Unfortunately, we only have partial results for this seemingly simple class of posets. The goal of our investigations was a proof of the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1 The linear extension diameter of the Boolean lattice B n is led(B n ) = 2 2n?2 ? (n + 1)2 n?2 : Proposition 11 led(B n ) 2 2n?2 ? (n + 1)2 n?2 :
Proof. Let L be the reverse lexicographic order on the subsets of n], i.e., A < L B if the smallest element of the symmetric di erence of A and B is in B. Clearly, L is a linear extension of B n . Now revert the order on 1; ::; n and let L 0 be the corresponding lexicographic order, L 0 is sometimes called the reverse antilexicographic order and can be described byA < L 0 B if the largest element of the symmetric di erence is in B. Reverse lexicographic and antilexicographic order are hereditary, i.e., if X n] then L restricted to the subsets of X is the reverse lexicographic order of these sets.
Let X be the rst half of elements of L 0 , i.e., the set of subsets of n] not containing n. and let Y be the complement of X. We count the incomparable pairs of P L;L 0 in three parts. The number of incomparable pairs (A; B) with A 2 X and B 2 X is led(B n?1 ) = 2 2n?4 ? Each of these 9 posets is a 3-crown and it is easily checked that no two of these crowns have a critical pair in common. It follows that in any two-dimensional extension of B 4 at least one of the 3 critical pairs of each 3-crown is comparable.
This gives a total of 2 + 9 additional comparabilities in any two-dimensional extension of B 4 , i.e., led(B 4 ) inc(B 4 )?11 = 44. The construction of Proposition 11 gives a two-dimensional extension of B 4 with 44 incomparabilities which is thus optimal.
We have not been able to generalize the proof of the previous lemma to the general case. There is, however, an easy property that should be true for diametral pairs that would imply the Conjecture 1. We rst state the property as a conjecture. Then we prove the implication in Lemma 13. A more detailed discussion of properties of diametral pairs will be subject of the next section.
Conjecture 2 Let L; L 0 be a diametral pair of a poset P then at least one of the two linear extensions L; L 0 reverts a critical pair of P.
Lemma 13 Conjecture 2 implies Conjecture 1.
Proof. Let L; L 0 be a diametral pair for B n . We may assume (Conjecture 2) that L 0 reverts the critical pair (f1; ::; n ? 1g; fng). As in the construction we let X and Y be the sets of the rst and second half of L 0 . Again X is the set of subsets of n] not containing n. The Lemma 14 Let P be a poset and L a super-greedy linear extension. Either P is a chain or L reverses a critical pair. Proof. We may assume that P has more then one minimal element. Let x i be the minimal element of P that comes last in L = x 1 ; : : : ; x n . Since L is supergreedy P ? fx 1 ; ::; x i g = succ(x i ) and, hence, succ(x i?1 ) succ(x i ). Since pred(x i ) = ; pred(x i?1 ) the pair (x i ; x i?1 ) is a critical pair reversed by L. With the next proposition we characterize extremal linear extensions. Recall that a jump in a linear extension L = x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x n is a pair x i ; x i+1 of consecutive elements in L that are incomparable in P. If x i ; x i+1 are comparable in P we call the pair a bump of P. The bump decomposition of L is obtained by cutting L in each bump. This gives an ordered partition L = 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; k such that each block i is a maximal interval of elements x i j ; ::; x i j+1 ?1 such that consecutive elements in i form a jump.
Extremal Linear Extensions
Example. Let P be the chevron labeled as in Figure 1 . In M = 132456 there are three jumps and two bump, the bumps are (24) and (56)). The bump decomposition is 1 = 132, 2 = 45, 3 = 6.
Proposition 16 A linear extension L of P is extremal i every block i of the bump decomposition 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; k of L induces an antichain in P.
Proof. Let N be such that L; N is a locally extremal pair. Assume that some block i does not induce an antichain and let x; y 2 i with x < y in P. Not all the adjacent pairs of i can be in reverse order to N, because this would imply y < x in N. Hence some adjacent pair can be switched in i to increase the distance to N, a contradiction. In order to prove the other direction let N be the word resulting from L by reversing every block of the bump decomposition of P. If all blocks induce antichains in P, then N is a linear extension of P. Moreover, L is extremal with respect to N, since only the switch of an adjacent pair of some block yields a neighboring linear extension of L. But such a linear extension is closer to N as L is.
Corollary 17 Every greedy linear extension is extremal.
Proof. If L is not extremal, then there exist x; y in some block i of L with x being covered by y in P. Observe that x and y cannot be adjacent in i . Now, L is not greedy, since y is a candidate to be chosen right after x.
In general, however, the class of extremal linear extensions contains nongreedy linear extensions. Even both linear extensions of a locally extremal pair may be non-greedy. Take for example the 3-crown C 2 3 on f0; 1; 2; 0 0 ; 1 0 ; 2 0 g (element i 0 is larger then i; i ? 1) the pair (2; 1; 0; 0 0 ; 2 0 ; 1 0 ), (0; 1; 2; 1 0 ; 2 0 ; 0 0 ) is extremal but neither is greedy. Due to their vast amount extremal pairs seem to be rather useless for heuristics or approximations of the linear extension diameter. In the next subsection we discuss a much stronger property.
Complementary Linear Extensions
Let L be a linear extension of P and specify the choice function in Algorithm Linear Extension so that in each round x i is the last element of Min Hence, y was pushed onto stack S e earlier then x and since x < e y element y was still buried in S e when x was pushed. Inspection shows that there was a z 2 C e j with z < x and z was pushed after y onto S e . It follows that the order of x; y; z in L e?1 is y < e?1 z < e?1 x. From x; y 2 C e?1 i = C o i and y < e?1 x we obtain that x was pushed before y onto S e?1 . Since z < x element z was pushed onto S e?1 before x and y.
To obtain y < e?1 z < e?1 x the stack S e?1 would thus get the elements pushed in order z; x; y and pop them o in order y; z; x. This, however, corresponds to a 3-element permutation that cannot be realized with a stack. This contradiction concludes the proof of the claim.
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It follows that for t 3, t odd the order of the elements of C o i in L t is i;n?1 < t i;n?2 < t : : : < t i;1 . This completely determines the evolution of the stack, hence, L 3 = L 5 = L 7 : : :. Proof (Theorem 21). Let A 1 ; A 2 ; : : : ; A h be the canonical antichain partition of P with height(P ) = h, i.e., A i+1 = Min(P ? A 1 ? : : : ? A i ) and S h 1 A i = P.
Let A k = A 1 A 2 : : : A k and note that A k is a down-set. Let (x; y) be the unique pair with x < N y and y < N 0 x. Since N = M and both x and y were minimal elements when x was chosen we nd that y < M x.
